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Section 1:
Introduction
This document was first adopted by the council as supplementary planning guidance
in September 2004. It has been updated for accuracy in January 2011. Only minor
alterations have been made; there are no material amendments.

1.1 Role of Management Plan
The role of the management plan is to contribute to and inform the physical
regeneration of the Valley at all levels from policy to forward planning and decision
making.
The management plan is based on the Lower Ouseburn Valley Conservation Area
Character Statement (published October 2000). It has three objectives:
1.
To establish and define the significance of the conservation area as a whole
and of the individual elements found within it i.e. architectural, historical,
archaeological, ecological, social, industrial archaeology and heritage, etc.
2.
To assess and define the threats and opportunities within the area and how
these impact on the significance of individual elements and of the conservation area
as a whole.
3.
To provide policy guidance to ensure that the significance of the conservation
area will be maintained whilst changes occur rather than being lost or damaged and
that opportunities for enhancement are maximised.
The management plan is supplementary planning guidance to support policies C1
and C3 of the Unitary Development Plan (UDP, adopted 1998).

1.1.1 Background
The management plan is the next step after the character statement and provides
guidance through policy statements to assist in the preservation and enhancement of
the conservation area. The 1990 Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)
Act defines a conservation area as “an area of architectural or historic interest the
character or appearance of which it is desirable to the preserve or enhance” and
places a duty on local planning authorities to formulate and publish proposals for the
preservation and enhancement of these areas.
The character statement provides a comprehensive assessment of the physical
character and appearance of the conservation area and defines what elements are
of merit, what the key issues are, what opportunities for preservation or
enhancement exist and which elements detract from the conservation area. Its
purpose is to provide a benchmark for assessing the impact of development
proposals on the character and appearance of the conservation area. The statement
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was adopted as planning guidance by Development Control Committee on 27
October 2000.
The management plan is based on those characteristics set out in the character
statement and provides policy guidance for their preservation and/or enhancement.
Where gap sites and elements which detract from the conservation area the
management plan seeks to provide guidance on how these areas could be improved
in an appropriate and sympathetic manner.
The document has been prepared in accordance with published guidance by English
Heritage, English Historic Towns Forum and Heritage Lottery Fund.

1.1.2 The Lower Ouseburn Strategy
The Management Plan will form part of a broader regeneration strategy for the wider
Ouseburn Valley. The principal document is “The Regeneration Strategy for the
Lower Ouseburn Valley”, which sets out the broad framework for the regeneration of
the Lower Ouseburn. The strategy vision, to create a thriving and sustainable urban
village, recognises that heritage has an important role to play in achieving this.
The Regeneration Strategy for the Lower Ouseburn Valley was formally adopted as
a material consideration by Cabinet in February 2003.
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1.2 Introduction to the Lower Ouseburn Valley Conservation
Area
The Lower Ouseburn Valley was designated a conservation area in October 2000
following recommendations made by the draft Masterplan for the Regeneration of the
Lower Ouseburn Valley document and increasing development pressures.
Location
The Lower Ouseburn Valley is located between Byker Housing Estate and the city
centre and is of a contrasting character and appearance to both the city centre and
Byker.
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Characterisation
In addition to the line of Hadrian’s Wall running across the Valley, the Lower
Ouseburn Valley was one of the main cradles of the industrial revolution on Tyneside
and has a particularly rich heritage. Since the 17th century, when the Valley held the
England-wide monopoly of glassworks, a wide range of industries have been based
there including leadworks, ironworks, limeworks, mills and potteries. As the area
developed as a desirable industrial location due to its position on the River Ouseburn
next to the River Tyne (source of transport and power) it developed into a community
with terraced housing beneath the rail and road bridges and a local school.
Although much has been destroyed, there remains substantial physical evidence of
the past. The Ouseburn Heritage Group have already begun the process of making
the heritage more available to the public and further opportunities exist through the
consolidation of buildings and structures of historic significance, and improving
accessibility and education.
Visually it is a very stimulating area with a high density of individually distinctive
buildings of different sizes and orientations over a small area. The townscape quality
is influenced by its strength of character, integrity and its condition. Although the
area is currently in a varying state of repair, it has an extremely strong character and
sense of place as a result of its dramatic natural setting, past industrial use and
remnant historic structure. It is highly valued for its dramatic setting, its historic
industrial remnants and contrasting open spaces, and its position close to the
Newcastle Quayside, and is the best surviving example of the industrialised tributary
streams of the Tyne; with a variety of interesting buildings which survive within a
coherent townscape.

Future
The Valley demonstrates a perpetually evolving character. Originally agricultural
land, it developed into an industrial environment followed by the development of a
self-sustaining community. Despite the decline of the area in the 20th century it
retains this evolving character, which is again moving towards a vibrant and
sustainable environment. It is important that the character of the conservation area is
allowed to continue to evolve in a positive and sustainable fashion without losing
than element of its character, which is steeped in the history of the area.
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Then and now - view of Lime Street, prior to demolition and today
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Section 2:
Assessment of significance
2.1 Statutory designations/ formally recognised designations
Parts of the Valley are protected by a number of statutory designations or other
formal types of designation, each of which has different implications for future
development.

2.1.1 Hadrian’s Wall
Hadrian’s Wall runs from east to west across the northern part of the Valley. The
parts of the Roman Wall which are protected as Scheduled Ancient Monuments also
form part of the UNESCO designated Frontiers of the Roman Empire World Heritage
Site. World Heritage Site status is granted to those places or buildings which are of
outstanding universal value. Whilst such designation has no statutory implications
such as additional planning controls like listed buildings or conservation areas it is
recognised as a material consideration in the determination of development
proposals.
There is a management plan in place for Hadrian’s Wall, which runs from 2002¬2007
and replaces the previous plan prepared in 1996. The aims of management plan are
1)

To ensure that the World Heritage Site and its setting is preserved through
appropriate policies and protection measures

and
2)

To identify and promote change which is beneficial to the site and its setting
whilst maintaining and reinforcing the special character of the wall’s
landscape including its natural heritage.

2.1.2 Scheduled Ancient Monuments
There are no Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAMs) within the conservation area.
There are two SAMs immediately outside:
•
•

Site of Hadrian’s Wall (between Gibson Street and Crawhall Road) and
Site of Milecastle 3 and Hadrian’s Wall (Shields Road West).

The two sites are linked by the World Heritage Site.
Scheduled Ancient Monuments have statutory protection through the 1979 Ancient
Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act. Under this Act, any works to monuments
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must have Scheduled Monument Consent granted by the DCMS (Dept. Culture,
Media and Sport) with advice from English Heritage.

2.1.3 Archaeological designations
Archaeological designations within the Unitary Development Plan (UDP)
The council recognises the archaeological significance of the following sites within
Policy C4.1 – Victoria Tunnel (also grade II listed), Ouseburn Culvert and the Lower
Ouseburn Valley generally. Planning applications in areas of archaeological interest
must follow the procedures for archaeology work as set out in PPS5 “Planning for
the Historic Environment”.

Entrance to Victoria Tunnel, Ouse Street, before refurbishment.
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2.1.4 Listed Buildings
There are 12 listed buildings in the conservation area:
•

Ouseburn Railway Viaduct – grade II*

•

Crawford’s Bridge, pedestrian bridge, Ouseburn Road – grade II

•

36 Lime Street – grade II

•

30 Lime Street – grade II

•

Sailor’s Bethel, Horatio Street – grade II

•

Blenkinsopp Coulson Fountain, Horatio Street – grade II

•

Former Ouseburn School – grade II*

•

Piers, wall and railings at Ouseburn School – grade II

•

Caretaker’s cottage, Ouseburn School – grade II

•

Victoria Tunnel – grade II

•

Sailor’s Bethel, Horatio Street

•

Seven Stories, Lime Street (no. 30)

Sailor’s Bethel, Horatio Street

Seven Stories, 30 Lime Street
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Listed buildings are described as “buildings of special architectural or historic
interest”. The Town and Country Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)
Act 1990 provides statutory protection for these buildings and requires that Listed
Building Consent is obtained for all works of alteration, extension or demolition.
Repairs undertaken on a like for like basis do not require formal listed building
consent.

2.1.5 Conservation area
A conservation area is an area of special architectural or historic interest, the
character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance. The 1999
draft strategy for the regeneration of the Ouseburn Valley recommended that the
Valley was designated as a conservation area in order to protect and enhance the
built environment.
The conservation area was designated in October 2000 following extensive public
consultation to secure the preservation and enhancement of the Valley as the area
became the subject of much developer interest.
In accordance with PPS5 “Planning for the Historic Environment”, a character
statement setting out the character and appearance of the conservation area and
defining the special interest of the area which is to be preserved or enhanced. The
character statement is formally adopted as planning guidance.
Conservation Areas have statutory protection under the Town and Country Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. This amounts to a general
control over the demolition of non listed buildings within the conservation area and
also over works to trees.

2.1.6 Wildlife corridor and landscape designations
There are no statutory wildlife or landscape designations within the conservation
area.
However, three species with statutory protection (Regulation 38 of the Conservation
(Natural Habitats) Regulations 1994 (Annexe 2 and 4) and Schedule 2 of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 as amended) have been recorded in the conservation
area. Protected species are a material consideration within the planning process
and measures must be taken to prevent damage and disturbance to these species
and their habitat.
The Valley is recognised in the UDP (policy NC1.6) as being part of a wildlife
corridor, which follows the route of the River Ouseburn north from the River Tyne.
This offers protection to areas with wildlife value under policy NC1. PPS9
“Biodiversity and Geological Conservation” recognises the value of the wildlife
corridors and encourages the skilled adaptation of derelict sites through sensitive
landscaping to provide further habitats.
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Open landscape to north end of valley under the high level bridges
The River Ouseburn is targeted in the Newcastle Biodiversity Action Plan – “Your
Wildlife”. This sets a number of objections to improve the quality of the river for
wildlife and has been adopted as supplementary planning guidance (SPG)
The England Biodiversity Strategy – Working with the Grain of Nature recognises the
value to urban wildlife of post-industrial sites which have naturally colonised through
human neglect (“brown fields”). The strategy encourages the ecological assessment
of these areas before development and the development of appropriate measures to
compensate any loss of such a resource.
Trees in conservation areas which are
already protected by individual tree
preservation orders (TPO) are subject to
the normal TPO controls. Under the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990 all trees
within a conservation area are afforded a
level of control. Section 211 of the Act
requires that anyone proposing to cut down
or carry out work on a tree in a
conservation area provides the Local
Planning Authority with 6 weeks prior
notice. The purpose of this is to provide the
authority with the opportunity to consider
whether a TPO should be made in respect
of the tree. There are no designated TPOs
within the conservation area.

Path leading into valley from City Stadium
to the north
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2.2 Archaeological assessment
The most important feature of archaeological interest within the conservation area is
Hadrian’s Wall. A photograph of 1880 shows three oblong stones set into the
ground to the east of City Farm. They were said to mark the Roman Wall’s crossing
over the Ouseburn. The stones, dismissed in 1928 as being modern, have since
been moved and set into the river walls. The exact course of the Roman Wall across
the Ouseburn is unknown, as archaeological excavations carried out in this area thus
far have yielded negative results. A roughly projected line of the Wall corridor can be
created however, by linking Scheduled sections of Wall at Jubilee Street and
Crawhall Road to the west of the conservation area, to Milecastle number 3 and the
excavated section of Wall found to the south of Shields Road in 2001 to the east.
The Hadrian’s Wall corridor includes the masonry wall, the northern ditch, defensive
pits, military road and vallum. Hadrian’s Wall is of national importance. Where the
Roman Wall is found to survive, it must be left in-situ. The destruction of parts of the
Wall by development would not be permitted.
The Ouseburn area of Newcastle is also of known industrial archaeological interest.
The study area once included a complex of important 19th century industrial works
including a lime kiln, glassworks, potteries (including Maling’s Ouseburn Bridge and
Ford A Potteries, Stepney Bank or New Pottery, John Woods Pottery and the
Phoenix Pottery), lead works, corn mills, a canvas works which made sailcloth until
1915 and copperas works which made alkali for the glass industry.

Former beam engine base, Northumberland Lead Works, now part of City Farm
The Northumberland Lead Works were set up by John Ismay in 1871 on the site of
an 18th century flax and steam corn mill, to manufacture white lead. By 1928 the site
was known as Walker’s Paint Works. In 1976 the site was developed as a city farm.
In 2002, as a result of archaeological excavations the engine house was
consolidated and left on display, forming part of the landscape of this site.
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The site was archaeologically excavated in 2002. The engine house has been
consolidated and left on display.

Remnants of kilns, Riverside walkway
Of these, the most significant works were the Ouseburn Bottle Works,
Northumberland Lead works and Ford A Pottery. The former bottle works were
examined as part of English Heritage’s Monument Protection Programme in 1997. At
that time a chimney base and tank furnace survived within an existing warehouse.
The five flue arches still present above the Ouseburn led to this furnace. The report
concluded that this was a most important site and assessment, evaluation and a
mitigation strategy, were recommended in the event of redevelopment. The industrial
heritage of this area is an important element of the character of the conservation
area. As such, any remaining industrial features should be retained, where possible,
and incorporated into the redevelopment.
The Ford A Pottery was set up by Christopher Maling in 1859 to replace the nearby
Ouseburn Bridge Pottery. These large, heavily mechanised works were able to
produce more pottery in a week than the previous factory had done in a year. In
1878, when the even larger Ford B Pottery was opened half a mile to the east to
make sanitaryware, the original works on Ford Street continued to produce items
such as jam and marmalade pots. The Ford Street site closed in 1926. The street
name survives, but the pottery buildings were cleared in 1927.
Despite the fact that the sites of most of these industries have long since been
cleared, sub-surface evidence for the works, such as traces of kilns and furnaces,
may survive.
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Ballast Hills burial ground on Ford Street is a particular area of significance due to its
historical use as the largest nonconformist burial ground in Newcastle during the 18th
and 19th centuries. Whilst largely cleared to create open space a number of the
gravestones are retained within the site.

Ballast Hills burial ground, Ford Street.
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2.3 Architectural and historic significance
The historical significance of the Valley generally outweighs its architectural merit,
but the historical development has strongly influenced the character and appearance
of its buildings.
The development of the Valley alongside the river had a direct influence on building
design. Buildings such as mills and warehouses were built right up to the rivers edge
and often incorporated slipways and shoring for boats as well as hoists for removing
loads from boats. There are only a few physical remnants of the Valley’s industrial
past and consequently they are of considerable significance.
The significant elements of the built environment fall into a number of categories,
walls and surface treatments, buildings, bridges and tunnels. Those which are
significant to the character and appearance of the conservation area are listed
below.

Historic core of the conservation area
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2.3.1 Walls and Surface Treatments
•

The variety of building materials – red brick, sandstone and slate

From top: Granite setts on Leighton Street, red brick, stone walling, flagstone
flooring.
•

Boundary treatments are visually important for a number of reasons, including
their contribution to the streetscene and creation of a sense of place.

•

Stone boundary walls are a unifying feature and have traditionally been used as
retaining walls, such as on Foundry Lane and the rear of Lime Street.

•

Railings are found closer to the river such as the riverside walkway and east side
of Lime Street. These help link the river to the street pattern by enabling views.
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New railings at the village green
•

The row of kilns on the east side of the quay wall below Ouseburn Bridge is a
valuable reminder of the glass bottle industry that flourished in the area from the
1640s to the 1940s.

•

The quay wall of the Ouseburn and associated slipways and steps retain much of
their original dressed stone and surface treatments, reflecting the important river
heritage of the Valley.

Quay wall, River Ouseburn
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2.3.2 Buildings
•

The former flax mill (now The Cluny) and adjacent flour mill (30 Lime Street)
form the largest single collection of historic buildings in the Valley. They
dominate the landscape, particularly the riverside and associated views.

•

The former flax mill chimney on Lime Street reflects the quality of masonry
adopted by John Dobson when designing the mill in the 1840s.

•

The former livestock sanatorium in Lower Steenberg’s Yard also reflects the
relationship between the architectural form of the industrial buildings and
River Ouseburn, standing directly on top of the river’s retaining wall. Also on
this site is the former Maynard’s Toffee factory which is characterised by the
tall brick chimney which projects above the level of Ouse Street.

Former Livestock Sanatorium - now demolished
•

The site now known as Upper Steenberg’s Yard on Stepney Bank includes
the Valley’s last remaining pottery buildings (Woods’ Pottery) and an example
of a late 19th century domestic building. Both reflect the emphasis on red
brick and simplicity of design.

Stepney Bank Stables
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Former chimney, Lime Street
•

Lime Street contains a number of industrial buildings dating from the 1880s to
the 1920s which reflect a smaller scale of commercial activity, including a
former coal depot, a canvas works-cum-engineering workshop, and a
manufacturing chemist. Dating from different historic periods these buildings
present a variety of materials and architectural detailing facing onto this
important north-south thoroughfare. Of particular note is the former
Steenberg’s warehouse, numbers 47-49 Lime Street and numbers 1-5 Lime
Street.

•

Stepney Bank Stables and St Ann’s Yard are a legacy of the horse-drawn
haulage industry, and retain important features typical of late 19th century
haulage yards. The premises on Stepney Bank continue to function as
working stables, and provide a unique example of original architectural
features and design still in use.

•

Allan House, standing almost directly above the Victoria Tunnel, formerly the
office of a Steam Shipping Company, makes an impressive entrance to the
Valley.
Note: this building has now been refurbished and converted into a hotel and
restaurant.
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Allan House, City Road
•

Ouseburn School, Ford Street, is an ornate building designed by FW Rich in
1893 and has a roof in the style of a Burmese temple. The school is a
dominant landmark in the Valley and has strong historical links to the social
development of the Valley in the 19th century. This building is now a Business
Development Centre and is owned by the City Council.

Former Ouseburn School, Ford Street (Grade II*)
•

The Sailors Bethel, built as a non-conformist chapel in 1875 by Thomas Oliver
sits between the Allan House and the Quayside. The original use of the
building bears strong links to the social development of the Valley in the 19th
century. The building has been converted to offices.

•

The Ship Inn (Lime Street) and The Tyne (Maling Street) are public houses
which are, architecturally, of a domestic scale. The Valley, at its peak as an
industrial centre contained a large number of public houses. These are the
only two original pubs which remain.
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The Ship and The Tyne Public Houses
•

The City Farm, located on the site of a former lead works, was established in
1976. The built form and land use are significant due to the contrast with the
rest of the Valley. Following land contamination works in 2002 the only
remaining building on this site is the Eco-Centre, a two-storey energy efficient
building constructed from recycled and environmentally friendly materials.

2.3.3 Bridges
•

Road and rail bridges span the Valley at various points. In total there are nine
bridges over the river. The design of the bridges reflects changing transport
demands from the 1740s onwards. These bridges reflect one of the most
striking features of the Lower Ouseburn landscape.

2.3.4 Tunnels
•

The Victoria Tunnel is probably the single most important industrial monument
in the Valley. Over a third of a mile of the tunnel can be accessed from a
former air raid shelter entrance at Ouse Street. The tunnel was built in 183942 to carry coal from Spital Tongues Colliery to staiths on the Tyne.

•

The Quayside Branch Line opened in 1870 linking the NER mainline to the
Quayside. The railway ran through a cutting alongside Lime Street, which
although now infilled is still visible. It went into a tunnel under St Ann’s Yard,
crossing above the Victoria Tunnel before emerging onto the quayside. The
line closed in 1969 and the ends of the tunnel are now blocked up.

•

The Ouseburn Culvert at the north end of the Valley – built in 1907 in
reinforced concrete – has had a direct impact on the character of the River
and the Valley.
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Ouseburn Culvert, now part of the stables outdoor riding arena

From top: Byker Road Bridge and Metro Bridge (rear); Glasshouse bridge (front) and
Low level bridge; Crawford’s Bridge
The remainder of the properties in the Valley are either modern industrial units –
Foundry Lane Industrial Estate/ Dallas carpets or are 20th century brick office/
warehouses of little architectural merit. In each case there are no historical links to
the industrial development of the Valley.
Views into and out of the Valley, and also within the Valley are important as they
contribute to the setting of the Valley as a whole and the buildings within it. In
addition, these views often have a direct relationship with the topography and
landscape, and the built environment. Views of key buildings, particularly The Cluny,
Ouseburn School and Allen House should be protected by new developments.
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2.4 Landscape and ecological assessment
The landform in and around the Lower Ouseburn Valley contributes enormously to
the diversity of the landscape. The upper plateau surrounds the steep Valley sides of
the Ouseburn, which lead down to the edge of the Tyne.
Two key features are the river Valleys – Tyne and Ouseburn. The Tyne with its
open aspect and distant views can be contrasted with the Ouseburn which has a
very tight, enclosed intimate character.
Open space is a significant element of the conservation area whether it is planned
and maintained open space or undeveloped building plots awaiting redevelopment.
The principal area of open space is that at the north end of the Valley, beneath the
road and rail bridges. Other areas of note are Ballast Hills park beside the Ouseburn
School, formerly a non-conformist burial ground and before that a dumping ground
for ballast, and the area between Lime Street and St Anne’s housing estate. These
are designated in the UDP as local open space.
Notwithstanding those areas designated as open space within the UDP, the main
characteristic of open spaces in the Valley is that they are incidental and small in
scale. Mostly these spaces have established in pockets of land between existing
buildings or where buildings have been demolished. McFee’s Yard immediately north
of the Off Quay Building is a good example of this.

View looking east across valley
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Seating area by Cumberland Arms
Historically, there were lead works and numerous types of mill located within the
Valley. In addition, coal mining has been associated with the Valley since 1239. The
Valley also has a history of landfill. The combination of uses and landfill has resulted
in much of the Valley being affected by contaminated land issues.
Ecological interest within the conservation area has been shaped and possibly
restricted by the area’s industrial activity. Some derelict sites have developed seminatural vegetation, with small areas of scrub and botanically interesting grassland of
local value to birds and butterflies. Bats have been recorded within the northern
section of the conservation area and both derelict and currently occupied buildings
provide potential roosting habitat for these species. Otter activity along the river has
recently increased and it is likely that this species is using the river not only as a
corridor to the River Tyne, but sheltering in culverts and outfalls along the lower
reaches. Bats and otters are both species of international significance and are legally
protected by the Habitats Regulations 1994. Kingfishers, protected under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981, are also recorded along the length of the river to the
confluence with the Tyne. Despite the poor water quality numbers of this species
appear to be increasing and this indicates that the river must support an adequate
supply of fish on which they feed. The river also supports inter tidal, freshwater and
migratory fishes such as flat fish and trout. Water and habitat quality is likely to
restrict the breeding success of trout further upstream.
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The river and associated industry
Inter-tidal mud is often very rich in marine invertebrates and when exposed at low
tide is of great value to wadding birds and gulls. The extent of mud at the mouth of
the Ouseburn and along the tidal reaches is limited in area, and poor water quality
and contamination may reduce its biological quality, restricting this as a potential
feeding source for these species. Despite this, redshank, herring gull (both listed as
species of national conservation concern) and common sandpiper are regularly
recorded in low numbers in this area. Improvements in water quality will address a
number of the problems associated with exposed mud at low tide and improve this
as a biological resource.
Note: a barrage was installed at the mouth of the Ouseburn in 2009 and this part of
the river is no longer tidal.
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2.5 The River Ouseburn
The River Ouseburn is perhaps the single most significant element of the
conservation area for a number of reasons. It the longest and largest of the city’s
streams, formed some 10-15,000 years ago, and its fast-flowing tidal nature was
fundamental to the development of the area as an industrial centre providing power
and transport during the 18th and 19th centuries.
The river is tidal in its lowest reaches and the influence of the Tyne estuary upon its
characteristics is significant in several ways. Perhaps, most importantly, for a
considerable period of time around low tide, the riverbed is visible over the whole
stretch of the river from the river mouth to the culvert under the Ouseburn Viaduct.
This tends to be associated with unpleasant odours, a gloomy appearance to the
Valley, with algae and litter strewn through the river and clearly visible.
Note: the barrage now allows water to be held in the river at all times, which has
considerably changed the character of the Ouseburn.

River at high tide

River at low tide
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It has remained the focal point of the Valley and, although it use is now for leisure
and not industry, its character and appearance remains largely unchanged. The
river’s character and appearance, and its influence over the whole Valley is central to
the overall character and appearance of the conservation area.
The river was a major factor in the development of the area and affected both uses
and building form. Historically the river was enclosed by development on both sides,
built off the quay wall creating a canal like environment. Only two of these buildings
remain: 30 and 36 Lime Street (The Cluny). In recent years development has turned
its back on the river and public access has been restricted. A significant number of
development sites have riverside frontages.
Drainage outfalls are exposed at these times at numerous locations and there is also
a noticeable drop from the riverbanks to the riverbed below. The river is currently
navigable but, with its two slipways, is only accessible at high tide. Other recreational
use is not encouraged by its present state.
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2.6 Public realm and floorscape assessment
The floorscape of the Valley has largely been modernised with most roads and
footpaths re-surfaced in black tarmac. There are a number of areas which have
retained a traditional surface and these are of greater significance due to their rarity
within the Valley, and because of their historical function in relation to the industrial
development of the Valley.
The following areas are considered to be of significance:
•

The slipway south of Lowes Hall on Lime Street is only visible in part; the
upper section has been covered with concrete. That which is visible consists
of granite setts and was formerly used as horse tramway. This slipway is little
altered and most features remain under the concrete. Of particular importance
is the survival of a rare granite cart trackway, a feature that has historic and
aesthetic significance. The

Remains of slipway adjacent to Lowes Hall
•

The slipway adjacent to The Cluny is laid with granite setts. This was a ford
until the early 20th century and likely to be one of the oldest crossing points
along the river. Its heritage value derives primarily from the partial survival of
a granite cart trackway, with clear evidence of a wheel rut worn over many
years of continual use. The remains are fragile as a result of modern day use.
Both slipways are locally listed.
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Slipway adjacent to the Cluny
•

Leighton Street and the road directly behind the Ship Inn consist entirely of
granite setts and chips, together with original sandstone paving. Fragments of
the original road surface survive elsewhere (for example on Cosyn Street) but
these two are the most complete and consequently the most valuable. Both
have significant historic and aesthetic value.

•

A number of the paths running below the road and rail bridges are edged with
granite setts. These have aesthetic value that adds to the character of the
area.
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2.7 Advertising and signing

Example of hoardings at City Road Garage
Signage on buildings within the Valley has arisen on a “needs must” basis as new
businesses move in and out of the Valley. There is little of any note and most relates
to 20th century brick office/warehouses or modern industrial units. In addition, there
are several areas of large hoardings, which prevent views and detract from the
appearance of the buildings and streets around. Modern directional signage and
information signs have also been erected.
The single, significant element is the painted signage on the north gable of the
former flour mill on Lime Street (30 Lime Street). The painted sign consists of two
separate signs, painted over each other and reflects the area’s industrial past.
Public art has also been introduced to the Valley in four locations initially, to provide
directional guidance and interpretation. These sit well within the character of the
Valley.

Original painted sign at 30 Lime Street, lost as part of the Seven Stories
development
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Heritage interpretation has formed an integral part of the regeneration programme
since 1998. A total of 12 plaques have been introduced to highlight the heritage
value of the various buildings and bridges. A further 8 graphic panels were proposed
for summer 2004.
New street lighting on Lime Street and around the Village Green have the facility to
hang fabric banners to advertise temporary events. These work well in this location,
removing the need for obtrusive signage on The Cluny and adjacent buildings.

Waymarker outside The Tyne PH

Wire Horses at 51 Lime Street

Floating boat moored to 7 Stories (2005)
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2.8 Public art and identity (culture)
The Lower Ouseburn Valley has a rich cultural heritage that gives the area some of
its most important characteristics. The Ouseburn Homing Society and Ouseburn
Boat Club have both been active since the 1920s, and together with Stepney Banks
Stables, the City Farm, and the 36 Lime Street Artists Co-operative, they help to
sustain some of the more vibrant cultural activities of the area.
There are a number of examples of public art or of collaborations between artists
and developers within the conservation area:
•

Canopy at Sailors Bethel

•

Sundial Sculpture at Ouseburn Watersports Centre (just outside conservation
area)

•

Waymarkers – located throughout the Valley

•

Seats with a view outside Cumberland Arms and St Ann’s Yard

•

Steenberg’s Glass at Steenberg’s Building

•

Wire Horses at 51 Lime Street

•

Stepney Bank Stable Gates at Stepney Bank Stables.

Glass sculpture at Lime Square, City Road (2005)
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2.9 Community involvement and leisure uses
The ongoing regeneration of the Lower Ouseburn has been developed through the
active participation of a wide variety of individuals and community groups.
Overseeing this regeneration programme is the City Council’s Ouseburn Advisory
Committee consisting of Council Members and community representatives
nominated by the Ouseburn Trust, a development trust which has been active in the
Valley since the mid-1990s.
Community engagement and participation is central to the future development of the
Valley, and the following groups have a vital stakeholder interest in this future
development:
•

Ouseburn Regeneration Forum. Hosted by the Ouseburn Trust, this convenes
twice yearly as an open meeting for anyone with an interest in the Valley.

•

Ouseburn Arts and Culture Forum. This combines businesses and
professionals active in the arts, heritage, education and leisure (local pubs). It
includes Stepney Bank Stables, the Ouseburn Festival Association, the
Homing Society and the Boat Club.

•

Ouseburn Heritage Group. A sub-group of the Ouseburn Trust and very active
in promoting greater awareness and enjoyment of the heritage of the Valley.
Active since the mid-1990s.

Guided tour of Ouseburn

Boat Club, River Ouseburn
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2.10 Recent development in the Valley
The ground floor of the former Flax Mill on Lime Street was converted to a bar, The
Cluny, in 1998. Artists on a co-operative basis use the remainder of the building.
Following this, the former Steenberg Warehouse, opposite on Lime Street, was
sensitively converted to residential units with office and workspaces at ground floor
and an indoor riding arena to the rear.

The Cluny Public House
The first new build scheme was the MOT centre on Lime Street, built in 1998/99. The
building is unusual and appears as a short terrace. The roofline of the building has
ensured that it sits well in the landscape. The colourful render bears reference to the
colours found on the riverside at Lime Street where a number of small boats are
moored. This is considered to be a good example of new build within a conservation
area as it contributes positively to the character and appearance of the Valley.
The City Council resolved in September 1999 to hold a design competition for four
sites, two of which are within the conservation area and will form part of the spine of
the regeneration initiatives for the area. The approach adopted has been to try and
set the tone for future development by harnessing the interest in the area and
encouraging developers to put forward bold, imaginative, contemporary and
innovative proposals to regenerate the area. The outcome of the competition was the
appointment of a preferred developer to take forward mixed-use schemes for each
site.
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MOT centre, Lime St. (1998/9). Note: now vacant
In 2001 the demolition of the Ice Factory and neighbouring buildings on the East
Side of the river, off Maling Street, created a prominent development site. The loss of
the Ice Factory was unfortunate and strengthened the need for conservation area
designation. Planning permission was subsequently granted for the erection of mixed
use scheme with leisure at ground floor and residential units on upper floors, rising
from six storeys to ten at its highest point. The scheme incorporates on-site car
parking and landscaping. A second planning consent for a major development was
granted in 2002 at St Ann’s Yard on the west side of the Valley just behind City
Road. The scheme is for three apartment blocks (two five-storey and one six-storey)
and seven townhouses converted from existing buildings with on-site car parking. In
addition, the scheme proposes to convert the existing sub-station on City Road to
offices in a sympathetic manner. The scheme incorporates a number of buildings
which remained on the site and the re-use of the former sub-station fronting Cut
Bank.
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Rear of Steenberg’s Warehouse and indoor riding arena

Ice Factory prior to demolition and vacant site, formerly the Ice Factory
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Development at St. Ann’s Yard and conversion of former sub-station
In 2002 consent for the demolition of the former cattle sanatorium on Lower
Steenberg’s yard was granted. Despite the building’s historical and architectural
significance it was considered to be a health and safety risk due to its poor condition
and the speed at which the external fabric was deteriorating. The consent was
conditional on full building recording being carried out in advance of the demolition to
enable reconstruction as part of the redevelopment of Lower Steenberg’s Yard.
Number 47-49 Lime Street was classed as a dangerous building in October 2002
and a dilapidation notice was served. As a result the slates were removed and the
gable wall was made secure. The building is no longer considered to be dangerous.

Former cattle sanatorium, Lower Steenberg's Yard - now demolished
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2.11 Economic climate
After all the housing had been demolished in the 1970s the Valley had become a
backwater for scrap yards, storage and car related businesses. The Ouseburn was
declared the city’s first Industrial Improvement Area in the late 1970s and public
funding was pumped into infrastructure improvements.

Shepherd’s scrap metal, immediately outside conservation area boundary
By the 1990s conversion of larger buildings into small units began to attract microbusinesses particularly in the arts and crafts (36 Lime Street), music (Off Quay
Building) and ICT/ multi-media sectors (Ouseburn School converted into Quayside
Business Development Centre).
The Valley is now becoming a sought after business location especially for the
cultural, creative and information and communication technology sectors of the local
economy. The competitive advantages that have already attracted over 300 small
businesses to the area are set to become stronger with developments in
Government policy and by strategic developments such as Newcastle Quayside and
Gateshead Quays connected to the area by the Gateshead Millennium Bridge.
Subsequently, the Valley has become a mixture of these new micro-businesses and
for car-related and scrap businesses some of which have been relocated from other
areas as a result of redevelopment. These uses are sometimes in conflict and have
caused problems where they are too concentrated or occupy sensitive locations.
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Foundry Lane units

Rolls Royce Garage, Foundry Lane
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Section 3:
Issues within the conservation area
3.1 Condition of the built fabric
The condition of the built fabric is varied throughout the Valley and is largely related
to the level of occupancy. The English Heritage register of Heritage at Risk uses
condition and occupancy to determine which buildings are classed as being at risk
and at what level of risk they are.
The majority of the modern offices and industrial units north of Cut Bank are
occupied whilst those south of Cut Bank are falling vacant. The condition of the
buildings tends to be reasonable with no obvious signs of disrepair or dilapidation.

3.1.1 Listed buildings:
30 Lime Street
• Grade II
• Vacant but subject to approval for conversion for Centre for Children’s Books
• Reasonable condition
Note: this conversion is now complete and the building is fully occupied and in good
condition.
36 Lime Street
• Grade II
• Fully occupied except for 1st floor
• Reasonable condition
Note: this building is now fully occupied
Former Ouseburn School
• Grade II*
• Fully occupied as a Business Development Centre
• Good condition
Sailors Bethel
• Grade II
• Offices
• Good condition
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3.1.2 Unlisted buildings of merit:
Steenberg’s Warehouse
• Converted to flats/offices and workspaces
• Good condition
47-49 Lime Street
• Vacant
• Dilapidated condition with structural problems

19-23 Lime Street
• Former MOT centre built 1998/99 now vacant
• Reasonable to good condition
1-5 Lime Street
• Dwelling house
• Reasonable condition
Lowes Hall
• Fully occupied as offices/ storage
• Reasonable condition
Woods pottery/ Upper Steenberg’s yard
• Vacant
• External walls are generally sound but interior is in poor condition.
• Site has contamination issues.
Note: this building has been restored, converted and extended and is now fully
occupied.
Stepney Bank Stables
• Used as stables
• Reasonable condition
Allan House
• Offices
• Reasonable condition
Note: This property has now been converted for hotel use, with a new extension to
the rear.
Former Maynard’s Toffee Factory
• Vacant
• Poor condition and missing a roof and lateral restraint
Note: this building is currently being restored and converted for use as offices.
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Former Cattle Sanatorium
• Vacant
• Dilapidated condition with structural problems, has consent for demolition
Note: this structure has been demolished.
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3.2 Loss of architectural features
The loss of original architectural features, from buildings of architectural interest,
including windows, doors, roofing materials, wall-painted signage, railings and other
exterior decoration is an on-going issue. Many of the buildings and their associated
yards have been converted for use for vehicle repairs and scrap merchants, resulting
in the infilling of windows and alteration of doorways. Poor maintenance has lead to
neglect and there have been poor quality repairs such as inappropriate pointing to
brickwork. Where original details have survived they are often damaged or obscured
by years of unsympathetic “repairs”.

Examples of the loss of architectural detailing
Boundary walls are often a mixture of original sandstone and in-filled brickwork. In
some instances this can add character, such as the retaining walls that present a
layering effect of original sandstone with Victorian brickwork. Often, however, the
effect is to obscure the original sandstone character.
Modernisation of road and footpath surfaces has also resulted in the loss of original
detailing on slipways as well as the main streets.
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3.3

The River Ouseburn

The condition of the River deteriorated over the course of the last century and has
been a cause for concern for a number of reasons, including the quality of the water
and its resulting appearance and odour, and its appearance at low tide.
Water quality has had a significant negative impact on river ecology and its function
as a habitat for freshwater and inter tidal plants and animals. The importance of the
river for wildlife is demonstrated in the Habitat Action Plans for the River Tyne and
Tidal Streams and Rivers and Streams, both found in the Newcastle Biodiversity
Action Plan – Your Wildlife.

Quay wall, River Ouseburn
The quay walls, a fundamental part of the river’s character are in a poor condition in
the most part and it is likely that there are structural issues which need addressing.
The walls were originally constructed of coursed, roughly dressed sandstone and
have been inappropriately repaired over the years using hard cement either as a
replacement or as a render. The associated steps and slipways have also been
inappropriately repaired.
The river remains largely inaccessible as most development now fronts the streets
rather than the river. The riverside walkway on the east side is under-used due to
poor lighting and perceived personal security concerns.

Collapse of Quay Wall
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3.4 Accessibility
Some areas of the Valley lack good public transport access, although there are good
links through the Valley or across the Valley at Walker Road and New Bridge Street.
Problems with permeability arise due to steep slopes between New Bridge Street
and Lime Street and the general topography of the area. Current paving condition
and ad-hoc repairs do not improve linkages between the base of the Valley and
existing transport networks.
Parking is generally perceived to be a problem in the Lower Ouseburn Valley. There
is some designated parking provision under the arches of Byker Bridge on Lime
Street and a number of properties have on-site parking such as Foundry Lane
Industrial Estate and Steenberg’s Warehouse, Lime Street. The lack of designated
off street parking within the Valley has led to Lime Street in particular being used for
on road parking. This has a direct impact on the appearance of the conservation
area and affects both the setting of historic buildings and important vistas through
the Valley. In addition to the accessibility issues, Lime Street and Ouse Street
particularly are used as through routes for traffic.
A Parking and Accessibility Study has been completed and approved by the council
which contains a strategy sensitive to the area for improving accessibility generally
and addressing parking management problems.

On-street parking, Lime Street
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3.5 Economic conditions
The economy of the Valley is a key factor in the enhancement of the character of the
conservation area. The Valley has an evolving character which is derived from the
mixture of uses. The Valley is characterised by micro-businesses, which typically
employ less than five people, mainly in the business/ professional services, culture/
creative and garage services sectors. Approximately 2000 people are employed
within the wide Ouseburn area, by over 300 businesses.
Until recently the area had been, for over 40 years, a backwater of dereliction and
decline, with low value uses such as scrap yards; storage and car related
businesses, with associated low employment rates. The area has not received any
sustained investment, either public or private. This has amounted to an Industrial
Improvement Area grant in the 1970s which was targeted at infrastructure
improvements, an Inner-city Partnership Scheme in the 1980s and SRB3 funding
through the Ouseburn Partnership in the late 1990s which was concentrated towards
the Stepney Bank and Lime Street junction. As a result the maintenance of buildings
and structures has been neglected.
The recent increased interest and investment in the area is welcome but does pose
a threat to existing businesses which are being driven out of the area by higher value
uses. Accordingly there is a possibility that there will be a “sea-change” in the
character of the area in terms of higher value uses moving into the Valley and
threatening in particular the arts and cultural uses. Furthermore, the expectations of
this are driving up the value of property and making it harder for new businesses that
are attracted to the area to find suitable premises and thereby achieve mixed use.

3.6 The local property market
Property values in the Valley are currently going through a transitional period from
existing often under utilised sites to those associated with the “urban village” uses
identified in the Strategy for the Regeneration of the Lower Ouseburn Valley.
Successful residential and office development on the River Tyne Quayside has
encouraged developers to offer options to purchase land in the Lower Ouseburn
Valley, especially at the southern end of the Valley. A number of these sites are now
vacant awaiting redevelopment at a future date. Alongside this, a number of existing
land owners are anticipating an increased value in their property. Accordingly, land
owners and developers are delaying decisions on investment, waiting for the
property market to reflect their expectations. These factors have impacted on the
character of the area in terms of creating a “run-down” appearance in certain parts of
the conservation area.
The local property market will be a significant factor in achieving the regeneration of
the Valley in a manner which is in keeping with the character and appearance of the
conservation area.
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Maling Street

3.7 Fragmentation of development
Fragmentation of development, resulting from the best sites being developed whilst
other significant but less attractive sites are left as undeveloped gap sites, is a
concern. The gap sites are often perceived as difficult to develop for reasons of cost,
projected economic return and both physical and planning constraints.
On the plus side, whilst the appearance of these gap sites may be unsightly their
very openness sometimes serves to preserve important vistas and help highlight vital
heritage features. For example, the openness of McPhee’s Yard allows stunning
views of The Cluny and the former flour mill (number 30 Lime Street).

The site of Byker Buildings
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The fragmentation of development may also conflict with the “urban grain” of the
Valley. The amalgamation of existing sites and plots to create much larger
development sites can result in the weakening of the existing urban grain, which is
characteristic of the area. Whilst there is no objection to the amalgamation of plots to
create large development sites which can then be dealt with as a whole, thus
achieving a consistent and comprehensive approach to redevelopment through
urban design and conservation practices, it is important that the new buildings reflect
the existing grain, that the existing plot sizes are reflected in the design of the new
buildings.

McPhee’s Yard, Foundry Lane
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3.8 Development immediately outside the conservation area
Immediately outside of the conservation area boundary are a number of major
development sites. Development on these sites will have an impact on the character
and appearance of the conservation area although this will largely be restricted to
views into and out of the Valley. Development in such locations will also have an
immediate impact on the setting of the conservation area and those listed buildings
which are located towards the edges of the conservation area boundary.

Spillers Quay and Mill

East Quayside – looking west towards the Tyne bridges
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Particular issues are scale and mass, and how the various developments sit within
the context of their immediate setting and equally importantly, the wider context of
the character and appearance of the Valley.
The development sites that will have the greatest impact on the conservation area
are:
•

Spillers Quay immediately west of the Ouseburn Watersports Centre

•

The site of Byker Buildings adjacent to the Cumberland Arms

•

The last remaining development plot on the East Quayside, fronting the mouth
of the River Ouseburn and the River Tyne

•

Portland Road immediately to the north of the conservation area
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Summary of the Valley’s significance and issues
Strengths
•

Evolving and flexible character based on mixed use

•

Identity and sense of place

•

Survival of historic industrial buildings

•

Strong industrial and social heritage

•

High archaeological significance of area

•

River landscape and the River Ouseburn

•

Views into and out of the Valley

•

Active voluntary sector stakeholders

•

Popular heritage education and interpretation programme

•

Vibrant art-based business community

•

Development opportunities to enhance character and appearance of the area

•

Diversity of businesses and uses

•

Biodiversity value of the Valley

Weaknesses
•

Modern floorscape treatments

•

Quality of river

•

Incomplete river walkway

•

Advertising hoardings

•

Modern industrial buildings

•

Gap sites

•

Vacant and derelict buildings

•

Lack of visibility and interpretation of Hadrian’s Wall and related features
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•

Low population and movement of people on east side of River Ouseburn

•

Use of Lime Street and Ouse Street as through routes for traffic

•

Restricted access to public transport networks

•

Poor pedestrian routes due to the topography of the area

•

On street parking and lack of alternative on site/secure public car parking

•

Poor linkages to other parts of the city such as Jesmond Dene or the
Quayside

Opportunities
•

Improve physical links with Jesmond Dene and Armstrong Park

•

Comprehensive approach to traffic management and accessibility

•

Improvement of pedestrian and cycling facilities

•

Improvement of links to the Quayside, Jesmond Dene and the Hadrian’s Wall
National Trail

•

Improvement of gradients and surface treatments to allow easier physical
access to the buildings and facilities

•

Interpretation of industrial, cultural and natural heritage

•

Development of environmental education centre

•

Reinstatement of Flint Mill Bridge and culvert entrance

•

Conservation repair and enhancement of heritage features and structures, for
example the glassworks kilns

•

Conservation repair and opening to visitors of Victoria Tunnel to create a
major heritage attraction

•

Improvement of boundary treatments

•

Improvement of river quality

•

Interpretation, enhancement, display and marking of the line of Hadrian’s Wall

•

High quality new development
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•

Floorscape improvements and street furniture

•

Re-use of historic buildings

•

Improvement of landscape

•

Development of green spaces within new development

•

Re-use of derelict sites with appropriate new development

•

Innovative approaches to wildlife enhancement such as roof gardens and
green facades

Lower Steenberg’s Yard. The Maynard’s Toffee Factory chimney is a key landmark

Threats
•

Overdevelopment

•

No development, which would in turn lead to no investment in the area

•

Further dereliction of historic buildings and loss of industrial character.

•

Potential loss of physical remains of Hadrian’s Wall and related features, and
the archaeological information they contain
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•

New buildings which fail to respect existing landmarks such as the Lime
Street and Maynard Toffee factory chimneys and The Cluny/Ouseburn School

•

Loss of human scale within the townscape of the Valley and its immediate
setting (Tyne Gorge Study)

•

Restrictions in access from the Tyne Gorge up into the Ouseburn Valley

•

Loss of heritage

•

Erosion of the urban grain and traditional plot sizes

•

Loss of mixed uses leading to loss of character

•

Transportation needs not adequately addressed

•

Inappropriate development immediately outside the conservation area

•

Inappropriate design, scale and massing of new development which is
detrimental to the character and appearance of the conservation area

•

Loss of biodiversity value through insensitive development
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Section 4:
Management for the future
This section sets out guidance to encourage change and development to positively
enhance and preserve the character and appearance of the conservation area and
thus avoid incremental loss of significance throughout the Valley.

4.1 Planning framework
There are a number of existing policy statements which apply to the Valley, the first
being the UDP, adopted in 1998. This contains specific policies for conservation
areas relating to new development and the demolition of existing buildings. The UDP
is supported by national Planning Policy Statements. Of particular relevance to the
Valley is PPS5 – Planning for the Historic Environment and PPS 9 which covers
biodiversity.
In addition, the following documents are relevant and need to be considered in
tandem.

4.1.1 The Regeneration Strategy for the Lower Ouseburn.
This was formally adopted in 2003 as a material planning consideration by the City
Council. It sets out the vision for the Valley and is a wide-scoping document based
on key principles – community, development, sustainability, heritage, amenity,
accessibility, quality and vitality.

4.1.2 Character Statement
The character statement for the conservation area was formally adopted in 2000 by
the City Council as planning guidance. This provides an assessment of what the
character and appearance of the conservation area is, what the key issues are, what
the opportunities for preservation and/or enhancement are and those elements
which detract from the area. The purpose is to provide a benchmark for assessing
the impact of development proposals on the character and appearance of the
conservation area.

4.1.3 Development Guidance Notes
In response to the large number of potential development sites and opportunities
within the Valley a number of site specific development guidance notes have been
prepared. These briefs are a material planning consideration. The following briefs
are relevant:
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•

Allan House, City Road

•

Lower Steenberg’s Yard

•

Upper Steenberg’s Yard

•

Site West of Free Trade pub (immediately outside the conservation area)

•

Land at Hume Street

•

Dallas Carpets, Ouse Street

•

Maling Street

•

Corner of Lime Street and Stepney Bank

•

Lime Street Garage

•

47-49 Lime Street.

Lime Street Garage (26 Lime Street)

47 - 49 Lime Street
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5.1.4 The Tyne Gorge Study
The Tyne Gorge Study was completed in January 2003 by independent consultants
on behalf of Newcastle City Council, Gateshead Metropolitan Borough Council,
English Heritage and CABE. The study proposes guidelines for the development of
tall buildings along the Tyne Gorge. The study has no formal status but is
recognised as an advisory, background document to inform subsequent decisionmaking for new development along the Tyne Gorge.

5.1.5 The Ouseburn Parking and Accessibility Study
The Ouseburn Parking and Accessibility Study was undertaken by an independent
consultant. The phase two report was released in February 2003. The study has
been formally adopted by the council as a materials consideration. The aim of the
study is to identify the improvements required to increase accessibility by all modes
of travel to ensure that the development potential of the Valley is realised and
successful regeneration is achieved. Additionally, the associated proposed
development contribution model was approved by the council in 2003.

5.1.6 Ouseburn River Improvement Strategy
ORIS, Ouseburn River Improvement Strategy was finalised in August 2001. It was
approved by Cabinet for developer contributions in 2003.

5.1.7 The Parks and Greenspace Strategy
The Parks and Greenspace Strategy (due to be launched in April 2004) provides
detailed guidance on the management of open spaces and seeks to obtain
developer contributions towards the cost of maintaining the open space and public
realm. It is intended that this is formally adopted by the council as supplementary
planning guidance.

5.1.8 “Your Wildlife”
“Your Wildlife – the Newcastle Biodiversity Action Plan” (NBAP) was launched in
2001 and approved by the council as Corporate Council Policy and supplementary
planning guidance (SPG) in 2003. The NBAP aims to increase wildlife resources
throughout the city - the following targets and objectives are relevant to the
conservation area:
•

Otter Species Action Plan

•

Industrial Land Habitat Action Plan

•

Man-Made structures Habitat Action Plan
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•

Rivers and Streams Habitat Action Plan

•

River Tyne and Tidal Streams Action Plan

River Ouseburn
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4.2 Management of the existing fabric and character in the
conservation area
4.2.1 Demolition
The demolition of listed buildings will not be considered acceptable by the City
Council. Works to these listed buildings and structures should be appropriate and in
accordance with listed building policy set out in the UDP and PPS5 – Planning for
the Historic Environment.
The demolition of unlisted buildings of significant architectural or historic merit in the
conservation area will not normally be permitted. Policy C3.1 in the UDP states that
demolition of an unlisted building will only be allowed if:
a) the building is of little merit and makes no significant contribution to the
character of the Conservation Area
b) the replacement building would contribute to the preservation or
enhancement of the Conservation Area and
c) a contract for the approved replacement building has been let. In
exceptional circumstances policy C3.2 in the UDP which states consent for
demolition of an unlisted building of merit in a conservation area due to its
dangerous condition will only be given if there is no practicable means of
making the building safe will be given due consideration.
This policy must be supported by a full structural and condition report by a
recognised historic buildings structural engineer and, where practical the
observations of an engineer on behalf of English Heritage.
Demolition under these circumstances must be supported by a redevelopment
proposal, which contributes positively to the character and appearance of the
conservation area.

Glasshouse Bridge
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The following buildings are considered to be of moderate or high significance
individually and make a considerable contribution to the character and appearance
of the conservation area. Demolition of these buildings will not be considered
acceptable unless they fall within policy C3.2.
•

Maynard’s Toffee Factory and chimney

•

Allan House

•

Former garage, 26 Lime Street

•

1-5 Lime Street

•

Chimney associated with 36 Lime Street

•

47-49 Lime Street

•

Woods Pottery and adjacent Steenberg’s Buildings

•

Lowes Hall

•

Stepney Bank Stables

•

Metro Bridge

•

Byker Road Bridge

•

Railway Viaduct

•

Crawford’s Bridge (Pedestrian bridge on Ouseburn Road)

•

Bridge immediately in front of the Culvert

•

Glasshouse Bridge (Walker Road)

•

Low Level Bridge

The following buildings are considered to be of less or moderate significance and
their demolition could be considered, subject to the replacement building making a
strong, positive contribution to the character and appearance of the conservation
area.
•

Off Quay Building

•

Building between Ford Street and Hume Street

•

MOT Centre, Lime Street
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Ince Building, Ford Street
The demolition of 20th century industrial units/infill developments will normally be
granted. The demolition of these buildings will normally be granted subject to an
appropriate scheme to redevelop the site, which contributes positively to the
character and appearance of the conservation area.
•

Foundry Lane Industrial Estate

•

Dallas Carpets

•

Ouseburn Bridge

Dallas Carpets, Ouse Street
In all instances, where demolition is proposed, reference should be made to English
Nature’s Guidelines for Bats, which identifies criteria for assessing buildings and
potential roost sites. This is a statutory obligation to consider protected species and
failure to this could result in a breach of wildlife law.
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4.2.2 Alterations to buildings and other structures
There will be a presumption against alterations to those buildings and structures
which are of merit, that would adversely affect their significance, character or
appearance.
Alterations to buildings and other structures will also be assessed in terms of their
impact on the wider conservation area.
As bats may be present in buildings reference should be made to English Nature’s
Guidelines for Bats.

4.2.3 Uses
The council will not normally permit changes of use which will affect the character or
appearance of the building or have a detrimental impact on that of the conservation
area.
The Regeneration Strategy for the Valley sets out a vision for the Valley and refers in
detail to uses which would be acceptable. The strategy sets out the following
objective – to encourage a balanced mix of land uses including residential, business,
leisure, arts and culture.

4.2.4 Condition of and repairs to the built fabric
A large number of the buildings highlighted as being of merit are in a poor or even
derelict state of repair. Their repair and conversion or adaptation to new uses is a
high priority and one which is encouraged by the existing HERS – Heritage
Economic Regeneration Scheme.
Repairs to historic buildings should be sympathetic to the fabric of the building.
Appropriate materials and methods should be used in all instances, for example:
•

Stonework, brickwork and traditional slate roofs should be repaired in
accordance with guidance set out by English Heritage (methodology) and
PPS 5 (principles) – alterations or repairs should respect the existing fabric
and match it in materials, texture, quality and colour.

•

Rendering of existing buildings and structures should be avoided unless there
is historical evidence that such building was rendered. Cement renders will
not be considered appropriate as they form a waterproof barrier which can
lead to damp within the structure of the building and have a poor quality
appearance. Lime rich renders are preferred.

•

Pointing of stone or brickwork should be carried out using a lime mortar and
the line of the pointing should be flush with the stone or brickwork. The mortar
should match the existing mortar in terms of colour and texture and this is
achieved through the mix of sharp and soft sand in the mortar. Cement based
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mortars and finishes such as strap pointing where the joints come in front of
the face of the stone or brickwork are not appropriate and can be damaging to
the existing fabric and appearance of the building.
The City Council has published a guidance leaflet for residential property owners in
conservation areas. This provides basic guidance on what is and what is not
appropriate development, what consents are required and where further guidance
may be obtained. Whilst this leaflet is aimed at domestic householders the principles
are applicable in the Lower Ouseburn Valley Conservation Area. It is available on the
council website.

4.2.5 Advertising and signage

Hoardings on City Road
The council will control advertising in a way which will reconcile the needs of
businesses with the character and appearance of the conservation area. In line with
advertising strategies in the historic core of the city, banner type signs will not
normally be permitted on listed buildings or non-listed buildings of historic or visual
interest. Also, the illumination of signage will be restricted to halo-illumination.
Trough lights and similar fixtures will not be permitted.
Banner type signs may be permitted on street furniture such as the street lighting
columns subject to the relevant permission being sought. This provides an
opportunity for temporary periods of increased advertising to support local events
and should be maximised.
The Waymarkers at City Stadium, the Tyne, Cut Bank and Byker Bank, are a unique
means of providing directional signage within the Valley and should be encouraged.
Their use should also be extended to contribute to the interpretation of the Valley.
The City Council will actively pursue the removal of large advertising hoardings both
within the conservation area and those which look into it or face it. These hoardings
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are unattractive and often screen open spaces which would improve the appearance
of the conservation area.

4.2.6 Security
Despite the conservation area’s inherent industrial character the visual appearance
and streetscape is sensitive to modern security measures such as solid roller
shutters.
The council will work with building owners and developers to reconcile the needs of
the occupants with the character and appearance of the conservation area. External
roller shutter boxes and solid shutters will not normally be permitted. Lattice type
shutters will be considered as an alternative.
•

The council will provide advice on shutters, gates, lighting and alarm boxes.

•

The council will aim to address CCTV comprehensively throughout the
conservation area.

Waymarker, Maling Street and CCTV

4.2.7 Historical research and archives
The council will require that developers carry out historical research in support of
proposals for alteration or demolition within the conservation area. This is particularly
important for two reasons – supporting restorative works and modern alterations to
existing buildings and determining the significance of buildings proposed for
demolition. The developer may also be required to appoint an archaeologist or
buildings historian to fully record the building in advance of conversion or restoration
works or demolition. This research will contribute to a database of historical
information that will be available to researchers and students in the Historic
Environment Record, which is maintained by the City Council.
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4.2.8 Archaeology and recording
The council may require an archaeological desk-based assessment in advance of a
planning decision, dependant on the exact location of the site. This is essentially a
research document undertaken out by an archaeologist, who will determine the
archaeological potential of the development site. Subject to the findings of the deskbased assessment, further archaeological work such as trial trenching or a watching
brief may be required to record the archaeological remains.
Whereas in some cases it may be appropriate for trial trenching to be conditioned as
part of planning permission, all sites within the Hadrian’s Wall corridor will almost
certainly require both the desk-based archaeological assessment and subsequent
evaluation trenching in advance of a planning decision. The results of this work will
then be considered in the determination of the planning application. There may be
significance archaeological implications for the development. Important
archaeological remains, certainly the masonry remains of Hadrian’s Wall and its
associated features, would require preservation in-situ. Their removal by a
development would not be permitted.
The programme of archaeological work will follow the procedures set out in PPS 5.
Advice is available from the County Archaeologist. The management plan for
Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site is available on the internet and will inform all
development along this corridor.
4.2.9 Landscape and ecology
The landscape of the Lower Ouseburn Valley is an important element of the
character and appearance of the conservation area. New development within the
Valley should seek to preserve those areas of merit and enhance those which are of
little merit at present.
The quality of the external spaces around the all developments must be to a high
standard to encourage people to connect with their surrounding environment. Quality
open spaces and landscaping schemes can form focal points and contribute to the
sustainable regeneration of the Valley.
The city has made a major commitment to wildlife
through the Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP), which has
specific targets for the enhancement of biodiversity
resources within the city. The aim of the BAP is to
protect existing wildlife and look for opportunities
where enhancement can be achieved. The BAP is not
only about protecting important species like otters, but
also encourages enhancement for common species,
such as birds and butterflies.
Despite the problems previously associated with the
river, the presence of otter, bats, kingfisher and a
number of other local wildlife features show the
importance of the river’s ecology. These also indicate
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the river’s enormous ecological potential should the water quality and other issues
be addressed. Future development within the river and its environs must therefore
ensure that the movement for protected and other species is maintained and that
small isolated or fragmented habitats are joined and enhanced. Care must be taken
to assess any impacts on protected species within the area and to include measures
to enhance their habitat requirements. Early consultation with English Nature is
recommended whenever protected species issues are identified.
Along the Ouseburn corridor there are incidences of invasive plant species,
particularly Japanese Knotwood and Giant Hogweed. Wherever these occur, control
measures should be put in place to prevent damage to their associated habitats.
Through development and regeneration there is opportunity to improve the quality of
the existing habitats and, with imaginative landscaping solutions, create new links to
encourage wildlife movement.
On a smaller scale, existing habitats of value should be assessed and retained
where possible. Existing green spaces should be retained and managed and new
development should include provision of soft landscaping using locally native
species wherever feasible. New developments should be encouraged to embrace
sustainable technology. ‘Green roofs’ and ‘Green facades’ will not only add
landscape value and create habitat for wildlife, but could improve the building’s
performance. Wildlife ‘bricks’ could also be used to provide cavities for nesting birds
and roosting bats. On taller buildings ledges and boxes could provide nesting spaces
for birds of prey.
The former industrial built environment of the Valley has, to an extent, isolated the
terrestrial habitat from the river; there is great potential to improve links between
terrestrial and river habitats through sensitive design and incorporation of
environment elements into all development.
In addition, the city has a policy statement for the protection and enhancement of
trees – “Trees Newcastle”. This should be used in conjunction with the Biodiversity
Action Plan as a guide for the appropriate consideration of individual trees and green
spaces in the area. There are few real opportunities for enhancing the green aspects
of the streetscene and wherever possible these opportunities must be maximised.
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4.2.10 River Ouseburn
The River Ouseburn is designated as a “Main River” and therefore, under the terms
of the Water Resources Act 1991 and the Land Drainage Bylaws, the prior written
consent of the Environment Agency is required for any proposed works or structures
in, under, over or within five metres of the top of the bank of the River Ouseburn.
In addition, parts of the Lower Ouseburn Valley lie within “Flood Zones 2 and 3”. Any
new developments within this floodplain will require a flood risk assessment to
establish the level of risk to the site and prevent flooding problems adjacent to the
site and downstream. As part of this assessment building heights, floor levels, and
drainage issues must be addressed.
A comprehensive approach to the regeneration of the River Ouseburn as a whole is
required to ensure that any works of improvement are not lost as result of works
carried out further upstream, outside the conservation area.
•

It is recommended that an action plan, based on the ORIS project (Ouseburn
River Improvement Strategy) and the PURE project (Planning for Urban River
Environments) which covers all 13 km of the river found within the city, is
prepared to inform and direct this programme, taking on board the issues both
inside the conservation area and outside.

•

This strategy should provide for the long term maintenance of the river.

The ORIS project was designed with a view to investigating the nature and extent of
the environmental problems of the Ouseburn estuary and has established a
preferred option for mitigation. This option involves the construction of a lock towards
the mouth of the Ouseburn River, just under Glasshouse Bridge. The lock would be
operated by means of a vertical lift and guillotine gates at each end. This will permit
boats and other watercraft to continue to use the river whilst providing a water level
control facility by retaining water at half-tide level.
•

It is recommended that the detailed design of the barrage should be a joint
project which combines engineering with public art, reflecting the character of
the Valley.

•

It is proposed that the water level is increased over time in conjunction with a
comprehensive water quality – monitoring programme. Ultimately, if
impoundment at high-tide level proved satisfactory, the lock would create a
fresh water lake between Glasshouse Bridge and the culvert at the head of
the tidal reach.

The improvement of the river will have a direct impact on development within the
Valley. Opportunities exist in a number of locations to maximise the potential of
riverside sites and buildings for business, residential and leisure uses either through
conversion of existing buildings or through new development.
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•

New development should not conflict with the character of the river.

•

Development off the quay walls will be supported in principle.

Any new development fronting the River must address the issues relating to the quay
walls.
•

The sandstone quay walls are to be retained and repaired where necessary in
an appropriate fashion using replacement stones to match in size, detailing
and colour.

•

Past repairs using cement are to be removed and made good using
appropriate materials and methods.

•

Historic features within the quay walls such as the steps opposite Lower
Steenberg’s Yard should be retained.

•

Schemes involving construction on or close to the quay wall should provide
details of foundations and supporting structural surveys. All schemes should
incorporate means of tying the quay walls into the foundation detail to provide
added structural integrity to the walls.

•

A comprehensive approach to new moorings should be adopted to ensure a
consistent and high quality approach in keeping with the character and
appearance of the river. It is anticipated that s106 contributions will be sought
from developers, within the Valley, to contribute to the capital and subsequent
revenue costs of enhancing the River, its structures and accessibility.

4.2.11 Public realm and open space
The quality of the external spaces around all development must be high to
encourage linkages between the built environment and the landscape. Open spaces
and parks can be used to form focal points within a mixed landscape and can
contribute positively towards achieving sustainable regeneration. The public realm is
a key feature of the conservation area and its character and appearance can be
preserved and enhanced through the use of appropriate materials, street lighting and
furniture.
The public realm includes all non-built areas, not just those defined public open
spaces. It is recognised that the rear of buildings and private open spaces can
contribute to the character and appearance of the conservation area and can also
play an important role in encouraging links between the built and natural
environment.
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Ouseburn Village Green: seating at the Village Green

4.2.12 Materials
The council will seek to ensure that natural materials are used where possible. In the
event of prioritising sites or cost implications, hard landscaping schemes around key
sites will be expected to use natural materials. Man-made materials will only be
permitted elsewhere as a temporary arrangement until funding can be obtained to
complete the landscaping in the agreed palette.
•

The agreed palette of materials for use in public areas in the conservation
area consists of York Stone paving, Granite setts and Whinstone kerbs.

•

Careful selection of York stone will be required as York stone can be quite
porous and is prone to staining; it can also be quite brittle. In some areas it
may be more appropriate to use Caithness stone which is much harder
wearing and more appropriate for areas of heavy use. York stone should then
be restricted to public pedestrian areas.

•

It is acknowledged that new natural materials will not match the colour and
patina of those already laid in the Valley. This is not considered to be a
problem as, over time, the new materials will weather to match the existing.

•

In all cases, the sub-structure beneath the floor treatment should be of a high
quality to help lengthen the lifespan of the scheme and reduce maintenance.
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•

Natural materials are always preferable to man-made materials as they
develop an attractive patina over time as they weather, and their production is
generally more sustainable.

•

Where there are historic landscapes such as the slipways, for example next to
36 Lime Street and cobbled streets such as Leighton Street these should be
retained and any new scheme should be designed around these features
taking reference from the materials already present.

•

Mobility and visual accessibility issues must be considered. There are a
number of schemes in Grainger Town which should be referenced, for
example, the red granite setts on Blackett Street which are laid at different
levels.

Riverside Walkway
Boundary treatments are important and all new development should have regard to
how they enclose their development.

4.2.13 Street furniture
Street furniture and lighting should reflect the landscape and surrounding
environment and should be of a high quality design. Street furniture has, in the past,
been incorporated into art projects such as “Seats with a View” at Tarset Street and
Ballast Hills. This type of approach should continue to be encouraged within
designated open spaces or view corridors.
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•

Standard “city” bins, seats and so on do not relate well to the individual
character of the Valley and should be replaced with furniture which has been
designed to reflect this.

•

Street furniture should be robust and practical as well as being themed to fit
the character of the Valley.

•

The Village Green should be retained as a distinct element of the landscape
and furniture and lighting should reflect this.

•

The riverside walkway is an area which would benefit from improvement. An
appropriate handrail, which is of high quality design and meets the required
health and safety standards, should be sourced. This design should be
specific to the riverside walkway and should not be used elsewhere to help
preserve the identity of the River.

•

Appropriate street furniture for the riverside walkways should consist of a
bespoke design of high quality craftsmanship.

•

The remainder of the Valley should be approached in a consistent manner.

Locally listed slipway adjacent to the Cluny
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4.2.14 Street lighting
The existing street lighting in the Valley is varied and there are numerous different
designs. Lighting within the northern part of the Valley particularly should be
improved to encourage greater use in the evenings.
•

Consistency in the design of street lighting throughout the Valley would
improve views of streets and allow the lighting to blend in with the surrounding
environment.

•

Street lighting should differ from that found throughout the city in design, and
should reflect the unique character of the Valley.

•

The development of a lighting strategy for the Valley, taking reference from
the city’s architectural lighting strategy and its recommendations, based
around the River should be prepared and should provide for street lighting
including the riverside walkway and architectural illumination. This should
include any provision for illuminating any of the high level bridges at the north
end of the Valley.

•

It is recommended that the architectural illumination of the high level bridges
is independent from the street lighting including independent power supplies,
equipment and maintenance.

The City Council is implementing a Street Lighting Private Finance Initiative (PFI),
whereby the service provider maintains and where necessary replaces current
lighting equipment. Any additional equipment, or different lighting units to those
specified in the PFI, which are required will not be funded through the PFI and will
require additional funding for installation and maintenance.
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Examples of different street lighting in the conservation area
In response to this, it is anticipated that section 106 contributions will be sought from
the developer of sites within the Valley to contribute to the capital and subsequent
revenue costs of the public realm including a lighting strategy.

Public Art within the Village Green - gates to City Farm
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4.2.15 Public art and culture in the Valley
The City Council will continue to promote both public art and the integration of artists
within the overall strategy to regenerate the area, overseen by the Arts and Culture
Steering Group.
Key themes proposed by the Steering Group are:
•

Creation of workspaces to help create and sustain employment

•

Centre for Children’s Books

•

Cluny Glasshouse and Theatre

•

Homing Society and Boat Club

•

Ouseburn annual festival

•

Stepney Bank Stables

•

Public art within the Village Green

•

Incorporation of the Barrage and the Hidden Rivers project

•

Development of the Waymarkers.

This list is not definitive and other themes and proposals will be considered on their
own merits.
Graffiti is recognised as a problem throughout the Valley. It is recommended that:
•

Existing graffiti is removed using appropriate cleaning methods. The cleaning
method in each instance will depend on the type of marker used and the
material it was used on. Chemical and mechanical cleaning methods will only
be considered as a last resort.

•

Consideration should be given to the provision of a dedicated graffiti site.

It is anticipated that section 106 contributions will be sought from the developer of
sites within the Valley to contribute to public art.
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4.3 Principles of new build development in the conservation
area
New design and development in the conservation area
The City Council will have regard to the following design guidance when considering
proposals for new development.
4.3.1 Principle of new development
Permission for new development which does not respect and/or complements the
scale and form of the conservation area will be refused.
New development must seek to preserve or enhance the character or appearance of
the conservation area, as established by the character statement. New development
must also have regard to the wider setting of the Valley and the values placed on
open space and views in to and out of the Valley.

3D Model illustrating the historical grain of the Lower Ouseburn Valley. Based on the
OS 2nd Edition, 1895
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4.3.2 Sustainable development
Development which is energy efficient and sustainable will be encouraged.
The council looks to developers to take measures to improve energy efficiency
beyond the statutory minimum. The immediate target shall be for houses in the
Ouseburn to have a high rating using the Eco Homes assessment sponsored by the
NHBC. The immediate target for commercial buildings in the Ouseburn is to have a
minimum Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method
(BREEAM) rating of ‘very good’. BREEAM assesses buildings against a range of
environmental issues and awards credits where benchmark performance is achieved
for each issue.
The use of sustainable sourced materials would be a major boost for the City’s Local
Agenda 21 programme, which seeks to promote environmentally sustainable forms
of development.

4.3.3 Disability Discrimination Act 2004
All new development will be expected to comply with the Disability Discrimination Act
2004.

4.3.4 Types of development and land uses
The Regeneration Strategy for the Lower Ouseburn Valley promotes the
development of a sustainable “urban village”. The vision statement refers to the
development of a wide range of businesses especially those related to creative,
innovative, multi-media and cultural activities; the development of a stable mixed
residential community through the provision of a broad range of accommodation
options and the provision of a wide variety of services and leisure opportunities.
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4.3.5 Scale and Massing

Use of 3D modelling to demonstrate the historic grain of the valley
The topography of the Valley has a direct effect on the scale and height of buildings
which will be considered appropriate. There is a strong commitment to enhance
existing data regarding building heights and the definition of the valley basin. This
must be enhanced by topographical survey information to establish the heights of
existing buildings, particularly those considered to be landmarks and enable more
detailed guidance of specific building heights to be provided.
The Valley naturally divides into two halves, north of Cut Bank Bridge and south of
the bridge. The Valley north of the bridge is characterised by a wide Valley basin
with relatively gently sloping sides to the east and west. The southern part of the
Valley contrasts with this, with a narrow base centred round the river (canal like).
Developments to either side of the Valley should reflect the topography of that site
and the Valley.
Variety in scale and mass are key elements of the conservation area’s character and
appearance and these principles should be supported by new development.
Developers will be encouraged to consider smaller development footprints, which
respect the existing and historic urban grain of the conservation area, and greater
variations in height. Large building footprints which cover a number of sites will not
be considered appropriate.

Diagram illustrating topography of Ouseburn Valley
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New development within the conservation area should seek to create variety in roof
heights, detail and plot size within each development site to avoid the creation of
monolith developments and maintain variety within the built streetscape.
Development proposals which aim to achieve the maximum height possible across
an entire site will not be considered appropriate on the grounds that this will create
dense and monolith blocks which sit uncomfortably within the landscape and which
are at odds with the character and appearance of the conservation area.
New development should contribute to, and maintain, the individuality of the Valley
when viewed in the wider context of the city as a whole in the interests of maintaining
local distinctiveness.
In order to enhance the local distinctiveness of the Valley pastiche design and/or the
replication of the 1990s apartment developments along the Quayside should be
avoided.
Contemporary high quality design schemes that complement the essential character
of the conservation area will be encouraged and supported.
Inappropriate design and materials will be resisted.

New development should help to conserve and enhance the existing high density of
buildings and the variety in sizes and orientations that is so distinctive of the Valley.
The mass and density of new buildings should be carefully considered and should
reflect the local streetscene.

Contemporary extension to 30 Lime Street as part of conversion to Seven Stories
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There is some opportunity for larger scale buildings in strategic locations but most
opportunity is for small scale buildings that emphasis the topography and provide a
setting for “set pieces”.
The existing, historic street pattern should be retained. New streets will be
considered only where they have historic merit, for example where a street had been
lost or where their creation, in association with the development of high quality public
space, is considered beneficial to the character and appearance of the conservation
area and its sustained rejuvenation.
The Cluny Warehouse (grade II) is recognised as the most dominant building at the
north end of the Valley and no new development should detract from this, its setting
or views from elsewhere in the Valley.
The setting of listed buildings such as Sailor’s Bethel, Ouseburn School and 36 Lime
Street (The Cluny) should be maintained and preserved.
Buildings on the west side of Lime Street should step up the bank and reflect the
clear plateau which exists at the top of the bank, or alternatively, reflect the
steepness of the bank. Development which fronts onto Lime Street should generally
respect the ridge height of Steenberg’s Warehouse (14 metres measured from Lime
Street Chimney).
Buildings located on sites to the north-west of the Valley towards the arches of Byker
Bridge, such as Stephen Easton’s, should be generally no taller than four storeys.
This is to ensure that the development does not detract from the setting of the
bridges and their arches, a principal feature of the northern point of the conservation
area and Valley.

New Development at City Farm
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New buildings on the City Farm site should follow the same approach as the existing
eco-centre with a strong emphasis on sustainability and green issues. The plot size
given over to the new build should be in keeping with the scale of the overall plot and
ensure that an equal balance between buildings and open space is maintained.
Building height should respect that of the existing eco-centre. Materials should be
innovative and in keeping with the sustainability theme.
Buildings located on the west side of Foundry Lane (McPhee’s Yard and Foundry
Lane Industrial Estate) should generally be no taller than 4 storeys to maintain both
the character of the Valley and views across the Valley.
The land east of Foundry Lane rises steeply towards Byker. Buildings on this site
should reflect the rise in ground level and accentuate the topography of the Valley.
The former Ouseburn School (grade II*) is the most prominent building at the south
east end of the Valley and dominates the landscape and views. On the west side the
D H Allan building dominates the landscape and views. New development south of
Cut Bank Bridge must not detract from or harm the setting of these buildings and
should maintain key views of them from east/west.
The site of the former Ice Factory has consent for redevelopment in the form of a six
storey, rising to ten storey, building. It is the Council’s intention that the ten storey
element should be the tallest building in the Valley, forming a landmark, and that
consent will not be granted for any other buildings of equal height or greater within
the conservation area.
Building frontages to the riverside adjacent to the Ice House site should generally not
exceed five storeys in height. Developments in this location should ensure that the
riverside walkway is incorporated into the building design. This will help encourage
links between the built environment and the river.
Monolith development on Maling Street and Back Maling Street will not be
considered acceptable. Key views east across the Valley to the former Ouseburn
School (grade II*), particularly from Glasshouse Bridge and City Road should be
maintained.
Development along Hume Street and Ouse Street should allow for views east and
west across the Valley.
All new buildings should have strong, dual frontages facing the street and the river.
Development should be back of pavement to maintain the established development
pattern, particularly on Lime Street. On the riverside, development should have a
strong front to the back of the riverside walkway.
Development on Lower Steenberg’s Yard should, where possible include some
development built off the Quay Wall, a typical feature and characteristic of the Valley.
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Buildings fronting the riverside below Cut Bank Bridge, on the west side (Lower
Steenberg’s Yard) should accentuate the canal feel of the river. Buildings are
encouraged to rise steeply from the riverside.

Any development fronting a public area (formal public space, open green space or
highways) should front onto that space and have an attractive elevation to ensure
overlooking and activity in that space. In some instances buildings will have a dual
frontage for example to Lime Street and the river.

4.3.6 Materials
Materials should be of a high quality and should have a long life span. The use of
sustainable materials will be encouraged.
Poor detailing and workmanship can diminish the appearance of materials and their
contribution to the overall design of a building. Materials and building methods
should be as high in quality as those used in existing buildings.
New development should respect the existing palette of building materials, which is
largely traditional in nature – red brick, sandstone, and slate. However, it is
recognised that other materials, such as timber, glass and steel, can contribute to
the character and appearance of the conservation area. The manner in which the
materials are used is particularly important.
Materials should generally be traditional or local to the Valley to contribute to and
maintain the local distinctiveness of the Valley. Ideally they should be robust with a
strong appearance.
The context in which traditional or local materials are used is important. Examples of
this are brick and stone used in a non-structural manner, for example as panels set
within a framework whereas these are used as structural materials elsewhere.
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Woods Pottery Development
Variance from this palette of materials will be considered when there is a strong case
for the use of materials which are sourced in a sustainable manner and which
contribute positively to the environmental performance of the built fabric of the
building.
A diversity of materials will be encouraged although not to the detriment of simplicity
in elevational treatments. Finer grain detailing will be considered acceptable if it
contributes to the appearance of the streetscape.
The colour and texture of materials is important.
The tone and colour of materials is important and will help contribute towards the
integration of new development within the existing landscape. For example, the use
of a local material to add detail to a modern building can often help give the new
building context in its location.

4.3.7 Landscape and Ecology
When considering new planting the species choice should take into account existing
mature vegetation and the habitat action plans contained in the Biodiversity Action
Plan.
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4.3.8 Views
New development must respect existing key views into and out of the Valley.
Where possible new development should enhance existing views. Development
which obscures or has a detrimental impact on such views will not be considered
appropriate.
Development should conserve those features which contribute to the skyline such as
the brick chimneys, The Cluny and Ouseburn School.
A varied skyline is an important characteristic of the Valley and should be maintained
from all strategic view points. New development should ideally enhance the existing
skyline through the creation of varied roof details and structures.

Map illustrating key views into and out of the conservation area

4.3.9 Urban Design frameworks
Urban design frameworks are intended to expand on the principles of development
set out in this management plan to provide detailed urban design guidance to
developers.
Urban design frameworks will form an appendix to this report.
The remaining development sites - Stephen Easton’s, Lime Street Quay, Kelly plant,
McPhee’s Yard, Foundry Lane Industrial Estate, Grievson’s Yard, Foundry Lane and
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the site of the Hoardings, Cosyn Street are collectively referred to as Ouseburn
Central. Development in this area should also have regard to the Ouseburn Central
Design Framework.
A design framework is to be prepared for the area south of Cut Bank Bridge in
response to development pressures.
Where necessary urban design frameworks will be prepared for other sites within the
Valley.
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4.4 Improvement of public awareness, education and
community involvement
A programme of heritage education and interpretation has been provided in the
Ouseburn since 1998, delivered through the employment of a full-time Heritage
Interpretation Officer.
This popular ‘Community Education programme’ is now funded in partnership with
the Heritage Lottery Fund, with additional funding through PURE North East, a
European Interreg project designed to improve the quality of the Ouseburn, Team,
and Seaton Burn River. Ouseburn is the lead partner for heritage education within
PURE. In 1999 this programme won an Interpret Britain award for good practice from
the Association for Heritage Interpretation.
This Ouseburn Heritage Community Education programme is delivered through over
30 community partners, ranging from local schools to residential groups, voluntary
sector stakeholders (Stepney Bank Stables, Ouseburn Heritage Group, Boat Club,
Homing Society), and professionals within the education (for example Heaton Adult
Association) and special needs sectors. All ages and abilities participate in the
programme.
Outputs from this programme vary widely, reflecting both the opportunities for showcasing the heritage and the interests and needs of participating groups and
individuals but includes the following:
•

A regular programme of guided walks and visits to historic buildings and
structures, including Heritage Open Days events

•

An ongoing programme of site specific interpretation, consisting of stainless
steel plaques, illustrated graphic panels, and public artworks.

•

School visits to the Valley, and especially the Victoria Tunnel, Stepney Bank
Stables, Lime Street and the area under the bridges.

•

A suite of Ouseburn Heritage publications including anecdotal historic
information, rare photographs, self-guided walk routes and guides to historic
sites

•

Adult education study courses, accredited by the Open College Network.

•

Opportunities for adults with learning difficulties and asylum seekers to
discover the heritage and to share their enjoyment and appreciation of this
heritage.

All of these events and activities provide opportunities for community consultation,
and an essential feature of the programme is its evaluation strategy through which
participants are given the opportunity to shape future provision through performance
evaluation.
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The promotion of the values of the Lower Ouseburn Valley is a key factor in
understanding why the area has been designated as a conservation area.
Continuation of this type of activity is highly important in developing a culture of care
and appreciation for the conservation area and will form a key role in ensuring its
preservation and enhancement in the future.

School tour of Ouseburn
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